City of Iron River Trash
Collection Upgrade
AUTOMATED COLLECTIONS KICKS
OFF ON YOUR NEXT SERVICE!
Your trash service received an upgrade!
GFL provided residents with one 95-gallon trash cart for collection.
Wheeled carts with lids provide you with more room for more items,
and help keep your neighborhood clean and green. All trash must be
bagged & placed in the 95-gallon trash cart for collection.
Your collection day for garbage remains a weekly service on
Tuesday's & Wednesday's.

**The dates circled above will be delayed by one day, following a holiday.
CART P LACEMENT RULES:
- The refuse cart is to be placed within 3 feet of the curb/street,
on ONE side of the driveway.
- The cart requires 5' of separation from any fixed object,
such as parked cars, mailboxes, utility poles and carts.
- The cart handles and wheels are to face away from the street.
-If the trash cart is restricted and/or improperly placed, it will
remain unserviceable, due to servicing as an automated route.
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CURBSIDE GARBAGE COLLECTION
Garbage is collected weekly, in the provided cart on your
regular scheduled collection day.
Garbage must be placed curbside the night before
collection day, or prior to 6:00 a.m. on the scheduled day
of collection.
All items must be bagged and placed in the cart in order
to be collected. Material that is placed outside of the cart
will need to be called in for collection ahead of time, as
additional rates apply for "extras".
Non-GFL carts, such as bins, barrels or other plastic
containers, will not be serviced with automated
collection.

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
There will be no pickup on the holidays noted below.
Routes will be delayed by one day following a holiday:
·
·
·

New Years Day

·

Memorial Day
Independence Day

·
·

Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
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